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Social Value

of Education

By WILLIAM HOLLAND MATLOCK
HERE is a wide-spread conviction, deeply rooted even in Christian families, that a young person
should seek an education because it
will further some personal interest.
Child and parent alike share this conviction and act upon it in the selection
of colleges and courses. It is but an
expression of the general desire to escape upwards from the so-called common levels and common toil of humanity. This conviction has transformed the educational system of our
land by placing in recent years the
emphasis upon practical studies. It
is impossible for the old system,
classical in its nature, to withstand
the rising influence of commercial
and industrial conceptions of life. I
do not care to lament the fall of the
old classical idea in education, nor to
express overmuch confidence in the
practical idea in education. Educational ideas are ultimately judged by
the kind of character and efficiency
they produce.
It is too soon to say that we have
attained anything final as best suited
to American conditions and needs.
One thing is certain however, the
placing so great emphasis on practical studies and their personal value
to the individual has obscured some
elemental truths, which any nation
obscures at the risk of destroying its
capacity for permanent advancement.
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One great elemental truth, boldly
defended by the leaders of the older school of thinkers, has without
question suffered partial eclipse
among us as a people. It was never
better stated than by the Hon. William C. Preston when he became
president of old South Carolina College in 1846. His words to the students on that occasion were: To
confer upon learning its just dignity
and importance, it must be considered as second and helpful to the permanent ends of our being. You are
to be made intellectual men THAT
YOU MAY BE FIT MORAL
AGENTS.
Evidently here was a mind that
clearly understood the great question
in education to be, not will it pay a
boy to get an education, but does it
help the permanent ends of individual and social existence? That from
the Southland. In New England the
same conviction and view-point prevailed. It is thoroughly crystalized
in the words of President Dwight at
Yale in 1886. He said: "The fundamental idea of our theory of mental
development is, as I think, that of
the superiority of man to his uses."
Here is that same clear note that educational processes are foi the purpose
of completing a man, not for the purpose of helping him complete a fortune, or a selfish career.
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A few years later, in 1894, in an ad- premacy of right moral motives is
dress delivered at the dedication of the recognized in the individual life, but
new engineering building of the State is rather a social menace. This is
University of Illinois, the distin- more especially true in a republic
guished Charles Kendall Adams de- like ours, where the greater freedom
clared that "the most pernicious of all of the individual makes it possible for
the educational heresies of the past a highly trained selfish nature to
generation has been the prevailing misuse his superior culture to the
notion in regard to what are sometimes hurt of the general welfare. Present
spoken of as practical studies." social conditions furnish an excellent
With a forward look worthy of a He- basis for the assertion that education
brew prophet he went on to say: in the future must go deeper into the
"In all our education we must have life of the individual if it is to make
a training of the moral faculties, or any valuable contribution to the
there can be no assurance that the permanency of our national institupowers and accomplishments we give tions and give defenders to our naour sons and daughters will be used tional ideals. Our young people
for the good of society. I desire to must be somehow made to believe and
present this necessity with emphasis, to feel that all training is to increase
for, as civilization becomes more and one's capacity to serve his fellow men.
more complicated, and the pressure If "cultivated mind is the guardian
here and there comes to be more and genius of democracy, if it is the only
more severe, we shall find that there dictator that freemen acknowledge,
is no guarantee that intelligence will and the only security that freemen
be put to good uses save in the gen- desire," as has been said by Mirabeau
eral prevalence of correct ethical B. Lamar, once president of the unistandards and the supremacy of right versity of Texas, then culture must
stand for something more than cunmoral motives."
Since these prophetic words were ning superiority.
It must stand for consecrated abiluttered by one of the strongest educators the North has produced, revela- ity and the full consciousness of social
The diploma of every
tions in well nigh every state in the obligation.
Union of the scandalous use to which college, whether it be issued by a
men, and women too, have put their law school, a medical college, a
trained minds have made this utter- school of mechanics and engineerance of President Adams doubly true ing, an agricultural college, a coland significant. We have been mak- lege of letters, or a theological school,
ing our sons and daughters efficient in must become a pledge to society,
a selfish capacity without making which supports all these schools,
them reliable in a social capacity. that the individual graduated has
On every hand is the grossest violation social worth as well as scholarly acof social obligation by men who have quirements.
had the most careful culture in our
What I mean by social worth can
colleges and universities.
be made clearer by a citation from an
To the minds of wide span it has address delivered several years ago
always been clear that education has by the president of Cornell Univerno social value except where the su- sity, Ithaca, New York; a university
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that developed on the basis of a college of agriculture and the mechanic
arts. President Schurnian said in
1892 to the students of this great educational center: "It is my prayer that
Cornell University may go on to
evolve a more perfect type of manhood,—a manhood which shuffling off
the animal coil and fulfilling the
divine idea of man, shall attain to a
sense of honor that feels a stain like,
a wound, to a sense of integrity that
will not palter with the truth, to a
justice and kindliness which, in their
ministrations, go out to meet the
claims and needs of others, to a gentleness which is harsh with nothing
but meanness, and a tolerance which
forgives everything except hypocrisy,
and to reverence and piety which, transcending all the subhimities of time, go
on to commune with the Spirit of Life
and Truth and Love Eternal."
I have never met anywhere with a
finer statement of what the first and
permanent mission of a college or
university is. It was not spoken to
theological students but to students
preparing for the most part for those
vocations in which by popular consent
men exercise their talents chiefly for
selfish gain. It was uttered, too, down
in New York State where social conditions at present offer no sufficient
basis for believing that all the cultured gentlemen down there have
shuffled 'off the animal coil or have a
sense of honor that feels a stain like
a wound,' or a 'sense of integrity that
will not palter with the truth.' But
California of course has no special
reason to throw stones at New York.
We are reaping everywhere today
the ripened harvest of a social fallacy,
namely, that people have a perfect
right to exercise their great talents
and acquired information first with
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reference to their own advantage, and
last, or not at all, more frequently,
with reference to the general welfare.
Practically only two classes have
been by popular consent exempt
from the special privilege of serving
themselves, namely, the teaching
class and the ministers, practically
members of the same social group, for
they are all primarily teachers. On
these has been laid the burden of furnishing the nation with ideal conceptions of life, and only recently the
San Francisco Chronicle declared
editorially that thrift was a noble
quality in everyone, except a teacher
or a preacher, who, the editor insisted, had no right to think of any
material advantage in the pursuit of
their vocation. This is a popular
statement of an almost universally
recognized cleavage in society by
which one great class is required
to consecrate its talents while the
rest of humanity are left without
definite, restraining social motives in
their trades, vocations and professions. If the celebrated statement
that the Union cannot endure half
free and half slave, was and remains
true, how much more reasonable to
assert that the Union and free institutions cannot endure in a society one
part of which alone is consecrated
by a social motive while nine parts
are exempt from the hallowing power
of such obligations. It is clear that all
parts of the social body must be
brought under the influence of the
great motive of social efficiency and
worth, the chemist, the civil engineer,
and the merchant, as well as the
teacher and minister. Everyone who
goes forth from a college trained for
any work in life must herald as he
goes: I come to minister, and not to be
ministered unto.

Retrospect
(Response to a Toast Given at the College Banquet of June, 1904)
By CURTIS B. WAY

L

OOKING backward! How kind it
was in the Great Architect of the
human mind to give us windows in
the rear. When the headlight begins
to pale and grow dim, we love to step
back on the rear platform and take
another look at the experiences of
the receding past, illuminated as they
are by the red light of love. Who
does not love to recall his early college days and live them over again
in memory? Webster says a college
is "an establishment for students who
are acquiring the languages and
sciences." He was too wise to say
a word as to the age, or size, of the
student. So, for our purpose this
afternoon, we will dismiss the
towering brick walls, we will shut
our eyes to the gowned master, we
will stop our ears to the college yell,
which in these last days bids fair to
rival the Roman inquisition as an
instrument of torture, and turn our
eyes again to the little log school
house in the forest, where the breezes
sang their love songs in the tops of
the trees, where the blackened
stumps transformed themselves into
wild animals ready to pounce upon
us as we passed, where the benches
were made of slabs and you had to
furnish your own backbone, where we
learned the language of love and harmony and breathed it into the ears of
lovers who never met a rival.
Those were the days when "Friends
had a care for the guarded religious
education of their children." Who

does not remember the Monthly Meeting's committee, and the committee
days, when they visited the school and
we were supposed to be on our best behavior, or the tramp, tramp, tramp,
as we marched into the "meeting
house" on Fifth Day and sat in
silence as we counted the hatted
heads in the "gallery," or how we
slid off the bench, turned our backs
and stood quietly, or otherwise, mostly
otherwise, while some "concerned
friend" offered prayer?
As to science, we had it, directly
from the fountain head. The science
of truth and hotesty oozed from the
palm of the teacher, and almost
dripped from the buds of the beech
limb, more penetrating than wizard
oil, and more lasting than indelible
ink.
Our botanical specimens nodded to
us through the windows from the
dogwood, or laughed at us fom the
wild tulips, or winked at us from between the lid-like leaves of the mayapple, or responded to our touch as
we dug and devoured the succulent
lamb's-tongue.
Our laboratories scorned the confines
of walls, and our "gym" comprised
the entire forest. The sapling bowed
to us and the great trees tossed us
aloft in their branches.
Then—"Westward the star of Empire took it's course," and we followed
to the blizzard-swept prairies, where
the tall grass in summer and the
snowdrifts in winter almost hid the
4
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little red school house. But to it we
went in weather that would feel at
home in the arctic circle on Christmas day. If the new snow got too
deep we yoked up all the calves on
the place, both male and female,
because "Friends" have always held
for the equality of the sexes, hitched
them to a log and wallowed them
through the drifts, thus making a
path through which we passed, and
played children of Israel crossing the
white sea. The red-hot stove received us in a circle, where we again
studied the language of friendship,
and put into practice our scientific
knowledge of love-making.
The holidays were used in breaking in fresh calves. Oh, the joy of it,
though sometimes run over and trampled under foot, sometimes dragged
through the snow till our grip
gave out and we rolled over more
dead than alive! Sometimes we
forgot to tie the calves' tails together,
then the inevitable happened and
the yoke was turned, a process which
may illustrate the state of one who
has misplaced his education and uses
it for a bad purpose. The yoke on the
neck is a help to labor, the turned
yoke is a burden and may be the
cause of death. I could almost duplicate today the tears that I shed long
ago when I had failed in my duty to
the tails, and as a result found my
beautiful calves dead, strangled by
the turned yoke.
Education is worth only what we
get out of it. If we fail to tie our
ideas together and thus make them
our servants, they become confused
and are only a source of distress to us.
We first want to learn how to learn,
after that how to apply our knowledge.
Not all the knowledge of the world is
in books, in fact but little of it.
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So we labored on, breaking calves
in the winter, breaking prairie in the
summer, and breaking rules all the
time, but all the time learning.
Early in our college course we mastered the spelling and writing of our
own name, then we began on the
name of the one we felt sure would be
our future companion for life. The
name of my first was Piety. It
sounded well to me, at the mature
age of six years. I knew pie was
good, and I failed to see how the
"ty" could spoil it, so I wrote it down
alone, and it looked well; I wrote it
beside another name, and it looked
better; I made the change required
by law in the name that did not yet
belong to me, and it was perfect. My
next, at the age of sixteen, was
Charity. Then a great number of
lesser lights, friends, "whom no man
can number;" and at last, at the
tender age of thirty, Charity as it
is this day. "Charity suffereth long
and is kind;" "Charity covereth a
multitude of sins." We learned to
read "The Battle of Waterloo," and
tried to avoid our own—defeat. We
absorbed enough grammar to enable
us usually to distinguish a noun from
a verb; to never say "I have saw,"
or "he told John and I." At last we
found ourselves about the middle of
Ray's arithmetic, part third, and
other studies in proportion.
From this dizzy height we plumed
our wings and sailed out into the
busy world of men and matters, trying as best we knew, to put into practice that part of our education which
had stuck; because only the education which has so much adhesiveness about it that the sandpaper
of daily life will not erase it, but
only brighten it, is worthy of the
name. So to-day, thousands of "the
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old-time boys and girls" who acquired
their college education in the manner which I have so rudely portrayed,
are out in the world, wearing the
yoke, and doing the work that is
necessary to enable those of a later
date to fit themselves for the duties
of a higher, and may we hope, a
better civilization.

If we can look back to our college
days through the long telescope of
years, golden lined from end to end
with worthy deeds faithfully performed, we may gladly say the "well
done, good and faithful servant; thou
hast been faithful over a few things,
I will make thee ruler 'over many
things, enter thou into"—more labor.

Extracts from Letters from President and
Mrs. C. E. Tebbetts
UGUST 24.—When we wakened and all the buildings are so quaint:
this morning, we were in sight even the hay stacks are different
of the coast of Wales, and arrived from ours. We will have to wait till
at Liverpool at about 2 p. m. We we get home to describe the railroad
passed the customs officer very trains. We have frequent showers,
easily, as we had no "tobacco or and little sunshine for taking photographs since we entered England. It
liquors" with us.
August 25.—Last evening after is like our damp winter weather,
"tea" we took a trip around the city only no hard rains.
September 7.—About six o'clock
of Liverpool. We always took outside front seats on the second story we went to call on three maiden
of the curious two-story cars, so we ladies, Friends. The oldest is 102
next week, and the second is 92; and
tried to see all we could.
Street, Sommerset, August 0.— the youthful sister is 88. Until reThis region is very rich in his- cently they have thought her toD
toric lore. The hill is shown us young and inexperienced to purchase
where "Joseph of Arimathea" her own clothes; but they are having
landed and established the Christian to depend on her quite a little now.
Lucerne, Switzerland.—We went
religion in the first century. Whether
"Joseph" was the one or not, there first to visit the Lion of Lucerne. A
has been a Christian church on this natural solid wall of rock or face of a
spot ever since that time. Yesterday cliff, stands perhaps sixty feet perwe took a trip to Cheddar, famous for pendicular, and on this is carved the
its cheese, and also for its caves and immense lion. It is in commemoracliffs. The gorge at Cheddar was tion of two companies of soldiers
the most like our mountains in the employed by one of the princes in
west of anything we have seen. We one of the wars. They were so
are feeling real well, and have really loyal that they fought to the
death of almost every man and
had two days of sunshine.
September 6—England is a beauti- the Lion is represented as dying,
ful country; everywhere it is so green, with the death agony in every
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feature, with broken spear through
his body, and his paw, even in death,
still defending his master's shield.
The whole thing is so large and so
finely executed that it is the pride
of Lucerne.
We next went into the Glacial
Gardens, showing the rocks deeply
marked by glaciers passing over
them, the whole occupying a place
scarcely larger than our lot, yet
just as it was found, and all right
in the heart of the town.
By this time it was after six, so we
found our way to the Hofkirche, or
Cathedral, to the organ recital. The
organist is author of the "Alpine
Storm," and it was grand to hear it
played by its author, probably on the
very organ where he composed it, and
while we were in the Alps with a
storm outside. Friday p. m. the
Lucerne people gave a trip on the
lake to the ConFerence people. The
beautiful deep blue or green lake was
shaded at times into lovely rose,
lavender, yellow, and purple. Every
valley or cove had its pretty, clean
looking village, or little groups of
houses. We turned back at the point
where the Swiss Republic originated
with three or four men This was in
sight of the point on which Tell's
Chapel is situated.
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Paris, France, September 24.—Well
here we are in Paris for two days,
and left to our own resources we have
found the principal points of interest,
and with a pocket guide are taking
it leisurely. We first went to the
Arc de Triomphe, which is a central
point from which twelve beautiful
boulevards radiate. We followed the
Champs Elyssees to the Place de la
Concorde, which is the beginning of
a long park, with the Seine river
on one side and magnificently ornate
buildings on the other. We came
back to our hotel by boat on the
Seine.
Oct. 8, Leighton Park, England—
We reached this place on Friday
evening, and yesterday we visited
Winsor Castle. Think how we have
been favored. Last Monday we
visited the Cocoa works of the
Cademy's at Birmingham; Tuesday,
the school at Woodbrooke; Wednesday, to Stratford-on-Avon, and Warwich Castle; Thursday, to Oxford,
and Friday to the boys' school.
Could you beat the week in intersting things?
The days roll on but we have the
time planned full, so we will only
reach home by Christmas. We will
not let engagements be made to
interfere with that.

The Poet and the Pond
By ERMA NEWBY
V friend the Poet is a most ec- become a mere speck, began to sink
centric fellow. I think I may gracefully downward through the
even call him unique. In telling his sky, and finally settled itself once
story, I shall doubtless incur the more on the Poet's neck.
charge of prevarication. But let it
My eyes opened wide with wonder
be. Truth is ever stranger than fic- and fear. But the Poet answered
tion, and doubting Thomases still my look with a light laugh, and took
my arm gaily.
scoff.
I was painting a bit of sea on the
"Come, come," said he, "Has the
coast of France, when I saw him Sphinx at last spoken? You will
first. He came walking along the get used enough to this."
shore, his face turned rapturously toAnd I found it true. The Poet and I
ward the sea. In his eyes danced the became great friends, and had many
same light that shone on the wave opportunities for observing his pecucrest. One could see by his look liarity. His soul seemed to be sensithat he dwelt among the gods and tive to every impression of beauty,
mysteries, for he seemed to be thrilling and when it was deeply stirred, his
with the glory of some divine revela- head, unable longer to endure contact
tion. I knew him at once for the with the baser earth, sailed away to
the source of its divine inspiration. I
Poet.
I nodded as he passed me, and, to noticed another strange thing. The
my delight, he approached, took my Poet's head never left his body, until,
arm, and pointed off across the water. in the verbal utterance of his emotion
"Behold!" he said, and I never he fell into poetry. On the first
heard a sweeter voice. "Behold, how rhyme his head floated away.
the sea unites the worlds! The waveOne thing distressed the Poet unutlet that from this French shore doth terably, and plunged him into the
take its way, Great Britian's banks depths of despondency for days.
will kiss ere shines another day!"
That was the sight of poverty or
I had listened entranced to the suffering. He was immensely rich
sublime utterances of the Poet until and believed that both conditions were
the last word, but as soon as that due to men's choice, and that if
word was spoken a strange thing hap- everyone lived up to the noblest withpened. The Poet's head slowly in him, there would be no pain
separated itself from his neck, rose or drudgery. He saw a man shoveland floated up into the sky, with its ling ditches one day, and shrugged
beautiful enraptured eyes turned to- his shoulders expressively, "Bab!"
ward the sun. It must have been said he "A creature of earth and clay.
ten minutes that we stood there, I, in A worm! What drudgery, what
speechless amazement, and the Poet's misery in the life he leads! Give me
body in an attitude of patient waiting, the scent of the rose, and the meadowwhen suddenly, the head, which had lark's lay, and the hum of the bee as
8
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he drones his wa—l" But I saw
the Poet's head begin to rise, and
stopped him just in time.
The Poet despised wealth for its
own sake; it was what it could contribute to his own pleasure that appealed to him He had a great
scorn of a certain Uncle John, an immensely rich, imtnensel, old, miserly
sort of person, who hoarded his gold
greedily. The Poet gave not a finger's fillip for him.
At last he fell in love with a beautiful maiden named Rosalie. I saw
them enter a little wood, one day,
near which I was sketching. The
Poet's face was glowing with ecstasy.
They had been but a few minutes in
the grove, when I saw the Poet's
head rise majestically above the tree
tops. But I heard Rosalie cry "Yes,"
several octaves above a whisper, and
I knew that it was all right.
Circumstances called me from
Prance a short time later and I did
not see my friend again for some
time, but about a year after my departure I received a hurried scrawl
quite unlike my Poet's beautiful
hand. It read:
"Have lost all my motley. Uncle
John will not help. Have pac ed up
Rosalie and the baby and shall sail
for the States net week."
One day I happened to be passing
through the streets of New York,
when I heard two men talking in
guarded tones behind me.
"Tomorrow?" asked one.
"Tomorrow. Then down with
tyranny and up with liberty and the
rights of the poor man."
A certain familiar something in
the tone of the latter speaker prompted me to turn, and whom should I see
but my Poet. But so changed that I
would hardly have known him. His
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head had sunk down between his
shoulders, he stooped, and walked
heavily The old glad sparkle had
died out of his eyes, and his voice
rang with none of its old time melody.
The Poet saw me as soon as I
turned, and came to meet me.
"Glad to see you, North," he said,
a trifle embarrassed. "You're coming
up are you not?" Rosalie will be
glad to see you. We've not forgotten old times, although we are not
our old selves."
They lived in a little four roomed
house, amid a great confusion of their
household gods. Everything seemed
to consist of chair legs and babies.
During the evening I saw more of
the change which had come over my
friend. He showed an irritability and
peevishness which I had never seen
in him before. He seemed to be at
odds with the whole world. He rated
the President soundly. He railed at
the church. But it was upon the labor
question that he was stirred most
deeply. He became unreasonably
angry with me for saying a timid
word in behalf of the employer, and
began a long tirade on the mission
and blessing of the labor union. He
confided to me later, that he was at
the head of such a union, and that he
was about to instigate a strike among
his fellow-workmen in a large factory.
"Tomorow I put my case to our
men," he said. "They only wait for
a word, to rebel, then we bring those
cheats, our employers to terms, or—"
he concluded with a threatening gesture.
I was invited by the Poet to attend
the "putting of his case" next day.
I found the men gathered in a vacant
lot behind the factory. They were already aroused and excited by rumors
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of insurrection, and were ready at a
word to throw down their tools and
take up their guns.
The Poet began artfully by describing the hard times and the misery
and want which prevailed among the
working classes. He was a vivid,
picturesque speaker and posessed
that dramatic voice and gesture which
particularly appealed to his audience.
He soon had them with him, and
carried them along irresistibly by the
impetus of his speech. Many of his
auditors were moved to tears by his
recital of the suffering and want which
prevailed among the poor, and when
he made it personal, and placed before their eyes their own wives and
children dying from starvation,
groans and imprecations arose. Then
the Poet launched boldly into his comparison.
But what does our employer?" he
asked with chocking voice. "What
does he, while we slip through the
1leys in our patched and tattered
rags? He sits at the opera, he and
his friend, clothed in their silks and
broadcloth. What does he, while
our children lieg crumbs in the streets?
He drinks his fine wines and banquets
his rich friends. What does he,
while we crawl into some street corner
to sleep? He dashes through in his
gaily caparisoned equipage and drives
us from our only home!"
Shouts arose as the Poet neared his
climax. The flash of a gun gleamed
here and there in the crowd. They
shouted the Poet's name, in their excitement, and urged him to lead them
against their oppressors.
"What does he," continued the
Poet, "while every penny he grudgingly gives, goes to buy the bread

that even then will not keep us from
starvation? He—"
Just here in the midst of his speech,
a messenger boy approached the
Poet, and handed him a telegram.
The Poet tore it open and glanced at
its contents.
Immediately a change came over
him. He straightened up, and the
stoop entirely disappeared from his
back. His limbs fell into their old
buoyant, graceful repose. He scarcely seemed to touch the earth. His
head no longer sank between his
shoulders, but sat in graceful poise
upon his neck. The old glad dance
and sparkle shone in his eyes.
The audience seemed to feel a
change in their leader. They glanced
at each other suspiciously.
The Poet tossed back his hair from
his brow, and laughed joyously.
"It's ridiculous," he said, "we being here and talking in this fashion.
What do we mean by it? Is the
world such a baby that it cannot take
care of itself? What talk about starving? We are not like to starve with
all the orchards and gardens of the
world before us."
A murmur of dissent and anger
arose from the crowd.
"What talk about drudgery?
Have you not freedom of the will?
Do you not make your own lives?"
"He is a traitor! He is a spy!"
from the crowd.
"What talk about inequalities and
wrongs? Are we not all brothers?"
"Down with him! Down with
him!"
"This employer, whom you are
rating, is he to blame for your
wretched condition? You have made
yourselves, not he."
"Kill him! Kill him!"
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man raised his gun, and aimed
at the Poet's head.
"Drudgery and shameful toil you
chose, you scorned the higher life—
the bee, the rose-.-"
Bang!
But the rhyme was out, and up
rose the Poet's head, above the
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crowd, above the steeple and up toward the sun.
I stepped forward, and picked up
the telegram, which lay where the
Poet had dropped it. It read:
"Your Uncle John is dead. You
are heir to forty million."

Autumn by the Sea
The sky is blue—that deep, dark blue—
The sun is warm, and shining bright,
The ocean, calm, and deeper blue
Lies shimm'ring silv'ry in the light.
The white sand stretches up the beach,
rhe sea-gulls circle, dive, and dip,
The plashing waves come rolling up
And broken, slowly backward slip.
The sand-piper, along the shore,
Goes hopping, chirping, flitting by;
The quiet stillness of the air
Is broken by the fish-hawk's cry.
The fisher, in his little boat,
On the calm sea, drifts with the tide,
And farther out, a white-winged ship
In majesty, the great swells ride.
The air is still, the sea is calm,
The sun's warm rays are shining bright,
The long white stretch of glittering sand
Basks in the yellow, autumn light.
MARGARET SMITH.

Improvements
MONG improvements this year,
the library is certainly one of the
most important. The need of a college library has been felt for some
time, and so this new one is the more
appreciated. This apartment consists of two rooms, the reading room,
containing the current magazines
and papers, and the library proper
possessing about two thousand volumes, which are catalogued and
classified by the Dewey system. The
library is by no means large as yet,
but as the college itself grows rapidly, there is every reason to hope
that it will also soon increase.
However the new athletic facilities

A

are surely of equal importance. The
gymnasium, situated northeast of the
college, is large enough to contain
one of the best basket ball courts in
Southern California, and is furnished
with electric lights, giving opportunity for night practice and games.
The athletic field, the grading of
which was such an immense undertaking, is at last complete. A first
class diamond and a six lap track
are laid out, and teams practice regularly on them. The tennis courts
have been re-graded, and tennis,
which has been rather neglected for
the last two years, may again take an
important place in Whittier College.

0,24

New Members in Faculty
NILE regretting the loss of
Prof. Martin, the college feels
that it has been very fortunate in securing Prof. Mattock to take his place
in the chair of modern languages.
Prof. Mattock, after graduating from
Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa,
spent three years of study abroad,
studying in the Universities at Goettingen, Munich and Heidelberg in
Germany, and in the University Sarbonne at Paris. He filled the chair
of modern languages for three years
at the University of Oklahoma, and
for one year served in that department
at the Univeristy at Berkeley.
Besides having charge of one department of history, Prof. Kramien,
ox Earlhani College, holds the position
of athletic director. Prof. Kramien
has had thorough preparation for
this work, and the college appreci-

W

ates his servces, both as a coach for
basket and baseball, and as a director in gymnasium drill.
Miss Edith Tebbetts takes Prof.
Tebbetts' place as instructor in mathematics during his absence abroad.
Miss Tebbetts is an '01 graduate of
Whittier college, and last year graduated from Stanford University.
Miss Anna Tomlinson, a graduate
of Whittier college '05, after having
taken special work in the Cumnock
school of Expression in Los Angeles,
holds the position as director of Girls'
Physical Culture in Whittier College
besides serving as the college librarian.
Miss Hunt has acted for several
years as matron of girls' dormitories,
and this year holds that position in
Whittier college.
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As was announced in the December edition of the Acropolis, 1904,
we wish it known here that this is
the first of three editions to be published during the college year of '05
and '06. It is true that at the first of
this semester we had dreams of a
monthly college paper. But after
having substituted real thinking for
dreaming we decided that, after all, it
is quality, not quantity, which
counts, and that a tn-yearly magazine
would be more creditable to our college than would a monthly pamphlet.

This is new work for us, and as we
are about to present our first issue
we realize that we have been walking
through a maze. However, we realize,
too, that it is only Experience which
can teach us in this work, and in the
past three months Experience certainly has been here; she has done her
part. So, though we may have a few
doubts and fears concerning this our
first edition, we feel that we have
absorbed some of Experience's teachings, and that it will be our fault if
we do not put them to practical use,
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and do not publish a better magazine
in each following issue.
However we know that it is not the
editorial staff alone which makes the
success or failure of a magazine, and
here we wish to express our thanks to
those who have so readily helped us
in this issue by contributing both
subject matter and advertisements.
Also we want especially to thank our
friends outside of the Student Body
for their aid in a literary way. We
felt that these articles would be
profitable to both the student and the
public. But we wish also to assure
our readers that literary ability is not
lacking in our own Student Body.
We believe that we prove this statement by the articles in this magazine,
and we hope still farther to confirm
it by the issues which are to follow.
And as we feel that there is ability in
the Student Body, we believe, too,
that there is willingness to put forth
effort. So with the friendly aid of
those outside of the institution, with
the hearty support of the Student
Body, and with conscientious effort
on our own part we trust that the
Acropolis of 1905 and 1906 may be a
success.
Our chapel programs this year, including talent from the faculty and
from those outside, certainly have
been excellent and we have appre-

ciated them all. But we especially
want to comment on our Student Body
Wednesday morning chapels. When
it was first suggested that the faculty
be relieved from the responsibility of
chapel one morning in each week
and that the Student Body conduct
the programs each Wednesday, we
were not so sure that we would appreciate the change. But after a
three months trial we certainly feel
that the idea was a good one. It not
only has proved advantageous by
giving the Student Body time to
transact business and to practice
songs and yells, but it has also given
opportunity for many varied programs to be rendered, both pleasing
and instructive. The presentation of
Ivy Day at colleges gave us an idea
of how we might make our own college more beautiful. Magazine morning reminded us that we have good
magazines in the college library and
that we might be better acquainted
with subjects of the day, should we
read them more carefully. We cannot begin to comment on each different program, but they have all been
good and we congratulate the committee on its success in planning
them. We do not know whether the
faculty appreciate the consummation
of their plan or not, but we thank
them for our Wednesday mornings.
We feel that "the change has done
us good."

SOCIETY NOTES
THE ATHENAEUM
In former years the Athenaeum
has been under faculty supervision,
but with the beginning of this year
it became an independent body.
The life of the Society depends entirely upon the interest manifested
by the college students. No longer
is membership compulsory, but it is
to the credit of the society that the
number of members is the largest
this year it has been for several
years.
The society was organized for the
benefit and enjoyment of its members, and it is due to the efforts of
the literary committee that the meetings have been so helpful and entertaining during this year. The programs have all been novel and
unique, and reflect credit on the part
of the members. Originality adds
much to the merit of the work. The
programs as a rule are mixed, usually
consisting of lively arguments, discussions, criticisms of literary works,
original stories, music, essays, etc.
A masquerade was the enjoyable
feature of the Hallowe'en program.
The different college classes were represented, respectively, as witches,
ghosts, Indians and children, and as
such each member fulfilled his part
on the program.
The enthusiasm and life of the society is due to a large extent to the
parliamentary drills, which are engaged in at every meeting. This is
to be one of the leading features of
the society's work for this year. Programs have been arranged for purely
parliamentary practice, one of them
taking the form of a parliamentary
match.

The officers of the society are Pres.,
Edward Thomas; vice.pres., Myrtle
Grow; Sec., Edina Newby; treas.,
Susie Reynolds; critic, Mabel Smith;
sergeant at arms, Alfred Siemon;
literary committee, Clara Tebbetts,
Burtis Healton, Erema Newby.
is

THE PHILOLITHIAN
The object of the Philolithian Society is to give the members fuller
training in thought and expression,
and use of parliamentary methods.
The membership is composed of the
students in the third and fourth years.
There are two reasons why we believe the Philolithian is doing better
work this year than ever before.
First, the membership is larger than
heretofore, hence we can present
good programs at each meeting without overtaxing any of the members.
Second, Prof. Kelsey is an honorary
member from the faculty. He is
able to help us greatly in the art of
public speaking and debating.
During the past, the programs have
been made out at random, with no
thought except momentary pleasure
and entertainment. This term we
are trying to accomplish more lasting
work. Each regular program is to be
devoted to the study of some author,
great manor current event. This enables us to connect valuable facts
with names and places. which we
hear mentioned almost daily.
Debates will also be an important
factor in our programs this year.
Last year we had a debate with the
Iris Society—and won it, too! A debate is being arranged for with that
society again this term.
15
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Another feature of the work is the
contests in impromptu speaking.
Subjects are given the contestants
only a few minutes before they are
called upon.
At least two programs will be given during the year to the general
public. Three cheers for the Philolithian 1905-'06.
IRIS SOCIETY
The Iris Society was organized in
the second week of October with the
following officers:
President, Irene Glasgow; VicePresident, Harry Blizzard; Secretary,
Harold Beeson; Treasurer, Lena Lane;
Critic, Prof. Harris; Vice Critic,
Stella Brown.
The society is composed of the first
and second year students, and is under the charge of Prof. Harris.
Its object is to train the students
in public speaking, and to give them
parliamentary drill.
The programs are mostly composed
of Current Events, Original Stories,
Essays and Debates.
Meetings are held each week, and
thus a lively interest is maintained.
A debate with another literary society will occur sometime during the
year.
V. M. C. A.
The V. M. C. A. has started the
year's work with the usual vim. Although the hour of meeting has been
changed from the last period in the
morning to the hour following the
close of school, the attendance has
been good and the members have
shown much zeal and enthusiasm for
the success of the meetings.
A Bible Study class has been organized and a Mission Study class is

being arranged. A quartet and a
chorus class, under the leadership of
Dr. Jessup, have also been organized
under the auspices of the association.
Alfred Siemon was elected VicePresident in the place of John Baldwin, who, because of poor health, has
found it impossible to attend college
this year. He was one of the most
faithful members and the society
feels that it has lost an important
factor in V. M. C. A. work.

V. W. C. A. NOTES
The Young Women's Christian
Association renewed its work at the
beginning of the school year with
the officers appointed in March, 1005.
Many new members were added to
the number.
Devotional meetings are held once
a week, usually led by one of the
members. Special music gives added
interest to these occasions.
Miss Salisbury, Metropolitan Student Secretary for Southern California, led a meeting on Sept. 20th.
Her words were full of help and inspiration.
Plans are being made again this
year to send delegates to the Capitola Conference in the Spring. It is
hoped that at least four delegates
can attend, and thus bring the local
organization into closer touch with
the work along the coast. Funds
are being raised for this purpose by
sales of various kinds.
A Bible Study Class was organized
not long after school opened. It has
been well attended, and the members have found Mrs. Vacoubi an
efficient and helpful teacher in Old
Testament types.
It is the Society's ambition to have
a Mission Study Class soon, and thus
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stimulate interest in the great fields
of missionary work.
The world-wide week of prayer for
V. W. C. A. work was observed Nov.
12th to 19th. Separate countries
were taken each day.
We were glad to learn of the V. W.
C. A. Extension Work in Los Angeles, from Miss Greene, who was with
us on Nov. 22d. She brought us
into smypathy with the efforts of the
city organization in helping the business young women there.
Progress and helpfulness have
characterized all the V. W. C. A.

work thus far, and we trust that such
conditions will continue throughout
the year.
A series of Life Work meetings
have been arranged under the joint
direction of the V. M. C. A. and V.
W. C. A. Prominent speakers will
deliver addresses from time to time
during the year on the following
topics: The Ministry; The Medical
Profession; I he Mission Field; The
Profession of Law; Physical Directorship; Secretaryship for V. M. C. A.;
Secretaryship for V. W. C. A.

Alumni Notes
Inez Greene, '04, is still employed
with library duties at the Los Angeles public library.
Retta Cook, '05, has been spending the summer with her sister, Mrs.
J. C. Arnold, in Berkeley. She returned home Nov. 25th via. Stanford,
where she visited Esther Andrews
and Agnes Sargent.
Edith Tebbetts, '04, who was graduated from Stanford last year, is now
filling the chair of mathematics in
Whittier College, in the absence of
Pres. Tebbetts.
May Hunt, '05, in company with
her father and mother, spent five
months visiting relatives and friends
in Iowa and Ohio, returning to her
home in Whittier Oct. 22.
Chas. Johnson, '05, has entered
upon a four years' course in mining
engineering at Berkeley University.
He visited Stanford on the occasion
of the Berkeley-Stanford football game,
November 4th.
Esther Andrews, '05, and Anges

Sargent, '05, who are doing senior
work at Stanford, visited in Berkeley
over Sunday recently, the guests of
Retta Cook. They, together with
Chas. Johnson, held an '05 class reunion.
Dell Coryell, '04, is associated with
Miss Irvine in a private kindeigarten in Whittier.
Anna Tomlinson, '05, holds the
position of librarian and director of
the girls' gymnasium of Whittier
College.
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Wednesday afternoon, September
13th, members of the V. W. C. A. entertained the new girls with a lawn
party at the Lindley home. A clipping from the "Register" says: "As
no boys were present, the games
played represented them, and the
afternoon passed in playing baseball,
quoits, mumble-peg and marbles."
Refreshments of watermelon and
cantaloupes were served.
The same evening the boys of the
V. M. C. A. had a watermelon feed in
the hills back of the college. Games
were played and the year's training
of the vocal organs was commenced
by giving college songs and yells,
after which they "proceeded to indulge the inner man with the inner
watermelon, and to wash the faces of
the Freshmen with what was left."
Friday night, September 15th, the
V. M. C. A. and V. W. C. A. gave
their annual reception to the new

students and the faculty. The evening was pleasantly spent in the new
gymnasium, which was prettily decorated and lighted with Japanese
lanterns. The most interesting feature of the evening was the attempt
to initiate the Freshmen. Some of
the members of the class were successfully initiated, but several, because of lack of obedience, were declared ineligible to membership. Refreshments of ice cream and cake
were served during the evening.

The college students, together with
the members of the Christian Endeavor, on the night of September
19th gave a farewell surprise party
for Rev, and Mrs. Mills. After
a little social time at Mr. Mills' home,
all repaired to the reception parlors
of the church, where delicious refreshments were served. As a token
of love and appreciation, Professor
Kelsey, on behalf of the young peo18
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pie, presented Mr. and Mrs. Mills
with a beautiful spoon, in the bowl
of which was an engraving of Whittier College. Mr. Mills expressed
his thanks in fitting words, and the
social hours ended with singing,
"Blessed Be the Tie That Binds."
The efforts of the Woman's Auxiliary, which has aided the college so
much in the past, were first put forth
this year in the "2 in 1" social given
on October 5th, for the benefit of the
college library. During the first part
of the evening a most interesting program of music and readings was
rendered, after which delicious re-
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freshments were served in the Association Hail. The affair was a decided
success, as are all of those under the
auspices of the Auxiliary, and as a
result, several fine new books appear
on the shelves of the college library.
On Hallowe'en the college gymnasium was the scene of a merry gathering, when the ladies of the Auxiliary
entertained their gentlemen friends,
or husbands, as the case might be.
All sorts of jokes and pranks, characteristic of Hallowe'en, were played,
and from all reports, they must have
had as jolly a time as any crowd of
students.

Chapel Notes
The people of ideals are the only
people who have lifted the world toward God and that which is noble.
Let no lack of faith destroy one's
ideals; work them out.
The best in art, in literature, in
music, has been inspired by Christ for
His glory—Miss Brehm.
God put us in life to be students.
We should be students all through
life.
There are three possible attitudes
for the student:
1.The cynical, skeptical attitude.
2.The credulous attitude.
3.The scientific, investigating attitude.
The scientific attitude should be
used in all great problems of life, social, religious, economic.—Prof.
Harris.
We are good only as we have in
our lives Jesus Christ, who makes us
good.—Hill.

Chapel every other Friday is looked
forward to by the students in anticipation of the musical treats which are
furnished under the direction of Miss
Denby.
Several series of talks on various
subjects have greatly added to the interest of the chapel exercises this
term, some of which are the following:
"Psycic Research. "—Dr. Johnson.
"Art, Its Development and Meaning. "—Miss Keates.
"Life and Influence of Socrates"—
Mrs. Johnson.
Prof. Kelsey entertained the students one morning with several well
rendered readings from Riley.
Another delightful chapel was spent
with stereoptican views of the scenic
beauties along the Columbia River,
furnished by Prof. Albertson.

Whittier College has a record to
make in athletics the coming year.
This fact is recognized by the management of the institution, as well as by
the students. With the co-operation
of all, the prospect of victories on
the athletic field and in the gymnasium is certainly growing bright.
The facilities have been increased
little by little, until the college now
has a gymnasium and athletic field
that should satisfy the tastes of any
record-making aspirant.
Basketball is the branch of athletics
in which most of our hopes are centered at present. The boys are working faithfully, and it is thought by
good judges of basketball that Whittier College will have a winning team
the coming season.
On October 27th the first and second
teams met the Turner Tigers and
town team, respectively. The second
team won from the town team by a
score of 21 to 16. The first team lost
to the Turners by a score of 12 to 7.
This latter is by no means a discouraging score, considering that it
was the first game of the season, and
that it was played with the best team
on the coast. Nothwithstanding this,
the college team deserves much credit
for holding the tigers down to the
lowest score that they have ever made
on the Pacific Coast.

On Thanksgiving day the girls'
team played a game with the Ontario
basketball team, which is considered
one of the best of girls' teams in
Southern California. The game was
played at Ontario, and was considered a good one by the spectators, although the Ontario girls showed a
superiority by having had longer
practice. However, the college girls
are to be congratulated on the good
showing which they made in the
game.
On Friday evening, Dec. 1, the
boys' team met the Y. M. C. A.
Meteors of Los Angeles on the local
court. Both teams played a game
which is seldom surpassed, either in
sharp, snappy, individual playing, or
in team work. The game was the
more interesting from the fact that
the scores ran close throughout most
of the game. In fact, until a few
minutes before the close of the second
half, one could not tell which team
would receive the largest scoie. The
final score was 22 to 14 in favor of the
Meteors.
The local team feels very much encouraged over the results of the two
games which it has played, for, after
having run up such a good score
against two of the fastest teams in
Southern California, it feels that by
diligent practice it stands an excel20
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lent chance of winning the penant in young ladies are anticipating a tournthe league games of the coming sea- ament with the other colleges of
son.
Southern California in the near futThe second team is congratulating ure.
itself because of its victory on Dec 1.,
Gymnasium classes have been
when it defeated the Southern Cali- organized by Prof. Kraxnien and Miss
fornia Business College by a score of Tomlinson. These classes meet regu22 to 9.
larly, twice a week. Prof. Kramien
Since the grading of the new ath- has had abundance of preparation for
letic field is completed, base-ball the position which he occupies. The
has become popular. Two evenings course of training which he gives will
a week are allowed for practice, and be a source of invaluable benefit to
it is hoped that by the time the seas- the respective teams which repreon opens in the spring, a schedule sent the institution in intercollegiate
can be arranged with Pomona and contests.
Occidental Colleges and the UniverFaithful and conscientious effort
sity of Southern California.
on the part of all will not fail to inArrangements are being made for sure success in all branches of athletic
repairing the tennis courts. The activities.

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS

Basketball must go,
You mustn't 'cut' you know,
You'll have to stop,
A cribbin' so."

'Twas on a New Year's morin',
When with high ideals a-burnin',
"A new leaf I'll be turnin',"
Tommy said.
So ink and paper takin',
With not a qualm or quakin',
But with lofty zeal a-achin',
Tommy wrote—

Then Tom said, "There's no use
tryin'
When so close the foe is lyin',
Down with him!" An' he sent flyin'
His ink, he thot, but—

"I will be good,
As I ought to should.
I'll be as smart
As I know I could.

Again down thro the pavin'
Sank the cunning, grinnin' knave, an'
The resolution wavin',
Which Tommy wrote.

On trig I'll grind,
My German Ich will sind,
I'll go to Chapel,
And pretend not to mind."

Scene, President's Office—Miss
Swain (sotto voce): "Please Mr.
Harris, may I be excused for tardiness
this noon? We had company for
dinner, and I'm afraid late too much."
Prof. Harris, (voce terribile): "Are
you people cannibals?"

But the devil straight beginnin',
From the floor an awful grinnin'
Shook his horns, "And for the winnm',
We shall see!" quoth he.
"You'll have to dig,
You'll be a prig,
You'll give it up,
I bet my wig.

Prof. Albertson to a refactory student. "Scratching matches on the
floor is out of date, I did that a long
time ago!"
Prof. Kramien. "Now, class I wish
you to note well this fact, that Jeffer-
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Marjorie Little in a thrilling deson's party was supreme just so long
as his supporters held together." scription of the beauties of Honolulu:
"The foliage of the birds is wonderWhere will discoveries end?
ful!"
Prof. Harris in English: "Helen,
Prof. Albertson: "One half the
that will do. Now, Paul Todd, you
may read 'The Farrier's Speech.'
time we don't mean what we say,
Paul begins, 'Perhaps you aren't and one third of the time we don't
say what we mean."
pig-headed!'
Miss Keates: "Everything went
Excited student at the baksetball
well until the monks began 'monkey- game: "Watch Paul Todd, he jumps
like an alligator!"
ing' with things."
Herbert, catching on the baseball
field: "I couldn't catch that fly, because I had to blow my nose."
Prof. Albertson, quickly: "Let the
wind blow your nose!"
Prof. Kelsey, correcting German
sentences, views one doubtfully for
some minutes, then: "It would make
a chinaman jump in his sleep, Austin, to see this writing!"

Prof. Matlock to a French class,
some time after the second bell for
dismissal has rung: "Now, won't
you please hurry? The faculty will
scold me if you are late to the next
class."
Mr Albertson: "The largest single
cell I know is a turkey's egg"
Student (aside): "What a cell (sell),
if it were rotten!"
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T. L ELY, General Manager

L. 800FLELD. Agent

San Pedro Lumber Co.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Lime, Cement and
Building Material, Sash and Doors
Yards Foot of Philadelphia Street
Both Phones 111

E. H. WHITE
The First-Class
Furniture House
of Whittier s

I

UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING

I

Picture Frames To Order
Sunset 721

PHONES

As makers of Fine Stationery,
Calling Cards, Wedding Invitations,
Announcements, Etc., we solicit
the patronage of Particular People

Home 831

PACIFIC ENGRAVING
COMPANY
247 South Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.
Samples on Request

Do You Like

GOOD COFFEE?
Of course you do. Well just try some
of that celebrated Diamond Crown Mocha
andJava coffee. Its price is 35c a pound
can. The Right Place

CARPENTER'S
We SUGGEST
That a nice piece
of :

Mrs. C. St. Johns
FASHIONABLE

FURNITURE
suitable f or the
person, or a fine
Framed Picture, is
one of the most
acceptable Holiday presents, or
Wedding present,

BRYAN'S
FURNITURE STORE

MILLINERY
122-124 East Philadelphia Street

TEST US
SUTPHEN BROS.,
THE WHITTIER TAILORS
Builders of Men's Fine Clothe,
to order. Stylish garments,
well made, characterize our
tailoring.

SUTPHEN BROS.

We Solicit
Your Patronage
Whittier
Steam Laundry

Dr. Guy E. Bailey
DENTIST

Hockett Block

Rush, rush, rush—
Brush, brush, brush
A white spot, a black spot,
A grease spot, a dirt spot,
All will go, if you buy your
Brushes at Smith's Drug Store.
LANDRUM SMITH

Hours: 9 A.M.to 5P.M.

Proprietor

WHITTIER'S BIG HARDWARE STORE

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Useful and Beautiful Holiday Goods
Rogers Bros. 1847 Silverware
Carving Sets Guaranteed,
Pocket Cutlery, Razors, Scissors,
Shears

HUMPHREY-DAGGETT HARDWARE
Home Phone 51
COMPANY 124-126 W. Phila. St.

Dr. C. C. Bennett
OSTEOPATHIC
PHYSICIAN
Examination Free
Over Whittier Hardware Store
WHITTIER, CAL.
Office and Residence
1947 Maple Avenue

C USTEA DJEW11•1ELER
Expert Watchmaker, Jeweler
and Engraver. Honest Dealing
to all.:. :: :: ::
Don't fail to Inspect our Beautiful Line of Holiday Goode. ::

Western Union Telegraph Office
Los Angeles, Cal.

Located in Store

W. IIADL,EY, President
A. HADLVBY, Vice-President
GEO. E. LITTLE, Cashier
F. W. HADLEY, Assistant Cashier

THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
Whittier - - - California

STAR BAKERY
The Leading Bakery of Whittier
All Home Baking
Bread, Pies and Cakes
All Orders Promptly Filled

I

LEO UHRIG, Proprietor
Home Phone 370

302 SOUTH GREENLEAF AVE.

I

I

THE
WHITTIER NATIONAL
BANK
I

I

Solicits the Patronage of the Faculty,
Students and Friends of Whittier College, Offering Courtesy, Liberality
and Safety in the transaction of their
I

BANKING BUSINESS
-1
BERRY'S MARKET

I

I

This is the Market that Always Keeps Its
Standard of Quality High and Exercises
Care in Keeping its Meat in the Cleanest
and Most Careful Manner. We do not permit the Flesh of Any Animal to enter our
store that has not been Carefully Selected
and Inspected. G. W. BERRY, Proprietor

I
West Philadelphia Street
Whittier, California

